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A few words can
M

transform lives for eternity

ore than half of all Americans don’t have a
will — and that means they haven’t written
down any instructions about distributing
their assets upon death. And it’s not just a problem for
young people; four in ten Baby Boomers also lack a
will or a trust!
Does that matter? Yes! If you pass
away without a will or a trust, your
If you pass away
state of residence distributes your
without a will or a
assets — and this may not align
trust, your state of
with your desires and beliefs.
residence distributes
Among the other important
your assets.
reasons for preparing a will or trust
is the fact that this is the best way to
ensure the causes you supported in life continue for
years to come.
Rob and Anna are similar to many supporters
of Wheeler Mission. They own their home and car
and have some funds in retirement accounts. They
don’t consider themselves wealthy by any means, but
they know they want whatever is left when they pass
away to benefit their grandchildren, their church,
missionaries they support and Wheeler Mission.
When they looked into preparing a will, Rob and
Anna learned that it’s actually very simple to include
Wheeler Mission in their will or trust. First they had
to decide what kind of bequest to leave (see sidebar
on page 2), and then include specific language stating
their intentions to leave a bequest to Wheeler Mission.
Rob and Anna chose a general bequest which
meant that in their will, they included this statement:
“I give, devise, and bequeath to Wheeler Mission of

Indianapolis, Indiana, the sum of $________ for the
benefit of Wheeler Mission and its general purposes.”
We are glad to provide you with the correct
language to use if you choose to leave any of the
four kinds of bequests to Wheeler Mission when you
prepare your will or trust. Simply contact Steve Kerr at
(317) 635-3575 or stevekerr@wmm.org.
Like Rob and Anna, you can enjoy every day
of your life, knowing that men and women will be
eternally impacted for years to come because of your
legacy gift to Wheeler Mission!
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Letter from Rick
The 4 kinds of
bequests

Welcome to Inside Story

There are four different kinds
of bequests that you can make in
your will or trust:

1

A General Bequest
states that a specific
dollar amount, an asset
(like a home or jewelry) or a fixed
percentage of the estate will be
given to Wheeler Mission after
death.

2

A Specific Bequest
leaves a particular
piece of property for a
designated use. For example,
you can leave your vehicle to
Wheeler Mission.

3

Contingency
Bequest leaves some
A

or all of your estate to
Wheeler Mission if your heir (i.e.,
a spouse or a child) passes away
before you.

2

Because of your friendship and partnership with Wheeler Mission, I
am sending you Inside Story, which provides thoughtful articles on current
gift and estate planning. I trust you will find this helpful as you consider
strategies to extend your witness into the future while minimizing taxes.

It’s tempting to think that “estate planning” is only for the wealthy
— but this isn’t true. If anyone doesn’t leave an estate plan, the State will
distribute assets according to their formula. This means that treasured
mementos may not go to the persons you intended, people important in
your life may be overlooked and the ministries you believe in, like Wheeler
Mission, will be
It’s tempting to think that “estate planning” is only for the wealthy — but this isn’t true!
excluded.

A Residuary Bequest
provides the residue
(remaining) portion of
your assets to Wheeler Mission
after all other provisions you
made in your will are satisfied.

4

Dear Friend,

The best way to avoid this and potentially minimize or eliminate taxes
is to prepare a will or trust. These allow you to stay in control of your assets
and make a difference for eternity by leaving a legacy of hope.
If we can assist you, please return either the reply card I’ve enclosed or
the one on page 4. Thank you for being such a treasured friend to Wheeler
Mission.
Bless you for caring,
Rick Alvis, President/CEO

Is a gift of life
insurance right
for you?

Putting your life insurance
policy to work

M

any generous supporters have
Mission will receive the full amount of
discovered that life insurance
the face value (the death benefit) of the
can be a wonderful way to
policy.
provide a generous gift to Wheeler
Margaret is still paying premiums
Mission — and receive immediate tax
on her policy, but she, too, can transfer
benefits.
ownership to Wheeler Mission and
If your desire is to ensure the
receive a tax deduction for the cash
lifesaving work of Wheeler Mission
surrender value and the accumulated
continues well into the future, the life
value of future premiums that she pays.
insurance policy you already own but
Upon her passing, Wheeler Mission will
no longer need — or a new policy
receive the full death benefit.
purchased specifically to serve as a
Dave is purchasing a new policy
donation — may provide an affordable
naming Wheeler Mission the sole
way to give a significant gift at a
beneficiary. The resulting gift upon his
fraction of what you may think it will
death will be significantly more than he
cost.
would be able to give out of his assets,
Tom and Eleanor had purchased
and there are tax benefits now and for
life insurance policies when their
his estate.
children were young and they had a
Life insurance is a versatile way to
sizable mortgage. The policies are paid
make a donation to Wheeler Mission,
up, but with the children grown and
but determining the deduction for
the house paid for, they don’t need that
income tax can be a bit complicated.
much life insurance.
We urge you to talk to
They can transfer
us or your tax advisor
Transfer ownership to
ownership to Wheeler
so you are sure to
Wheeler Mission and
Mission and receive a
receive the maximum
receive a charitable
charitable deduction
deduction — and leave
that may be equal to
a legacy to Wheeler
deduction that may be
the policy’s cash value.
Mission that will keep
equal to the policy’s
Additionally, upon
working for years to
cash value.
their deaths, Wheeler
come.

While millions of Americans
contribute to charities like
Wheeler Mission each year,
until recently few were aware
of the potential advantages of
giving life insurance. However,
this donation is growing in
popularity as the tax benefits
and philanthropic opportunities
are becoming better known.
Depending on how life
insurance is utilized as a
charitable donation, you can
receive a tax deduction in the
year you make the gift, ongoing
annual tax deductions if you
continue paying premiums,
and potential estate tax savings
if they apply to your estate.
But what is often the most
important factor is that a gift of
life insurance may allow you to
give a far more significant gift
to Wheeler Mission than you
thought possible.

For example, a $1 million
whole life insurance policy may
cost a fraction of that amount
(depending on your age, lifestyle
and other factors). Purchasing
that policy and donating it to
Wheeler Mission will result in a
donation of $1 million upon your
death — often a larger gift than
if you gave an outright bequest
out of your assets.
A donation of life insurance
can be an excellent way to
leverage your donations to
Wheeler Mission. To explore the
best option for you, please talk
to your tax advisor, an insurance
professional, or contact Steve
Kerr at (317) 635-3575 or
stevekerr@wmm.org.
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Wise giving benefits Wheeler Mission —

and You!

“The plans
of the diligent
lead surely
to advantage.”
Proverbs 21:5a (NIV)

Wheeler Mission welcomes
the opportunity to discuss
options for donating — both
now and through your
estate plan — at no cost or
obligation to you. To begin a
conversation, please contact
Steve Kerr at (317) 635-3575
or stevekerr@wmm.org.

Stay connected!

Visit Us Online at
www.WheelerMission.org

T

here are many ways to contribute
to charity, but when it comes to
tax advantages, not all donations
are created equal. In fact, the way you
choose to donate an asset — like stock
— that has appreciated (gone up) in
value can have a significant impact on
your taxes.
If you sell an appreciated asset that
you have owned for more than a year,
you may be subject to capital gains
taxes up to 20 percent, depending on
your income. If you have owned that
asset for less than a year, the taxes could
be even greater.
Consider this example: to make
a donation to Wheeler Mission, you
sell 100 shares of a stock purchased in
1997 for $100 a share and now valued
at $150 per share. You may pay up
to 20 percent of the $5,000 gain in
taxes, either limiting your donation or

Now
&
Tomorrow...
Help us change lives for eternity!

resulting in an additional out-of-pocket
expense.
However, donating those same 100
shares to Wheeler Mission will result
When it comes to in a charitable
deduction of
tax advantages,
$15,000 (100
not all donations shares at $150
are created equal. each) and no
capital gains taxes to you!
Because of tax laws, it generally
is not advantageous to you to donate
assets that have depreciated (gone
down) in value. In that case, you
should sell the asset and donate your
proceeds to Wheeler Mission.
Careful planning can allow you to
support Wheeler Mission, often in a
way that benefits you and has eternal
results for the men and women to
whom we minister.

Please make your check payable to Wheeler Mission.

Please charge my gift to my credit card.

m

m

m

m

m Please contact me/us about remembering Wheeler Mission in
my/our estate plan.

m Please contact me/us about making a gift of an appreciated asset.
m I/we want to help Wheeler Mission today!
Enclosed is a gift of:
m $50 m $75 m $100

m $_____________

_________________________________________________________________
NAME

_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

_________________________________________________________________
CITY / STATE/ ZIP

_________________________________________________________________
E-MAIL

CREDIT CARD #

EXP. DATE

CIV/SEC #

PHONE #

Give online!
www.WheelerMission.org.

Wheeler Mission
P.O. Box 3085
Indianapolis, IN 46206-3085

